PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION AGENDA
Regular Monthly Meeting
February 21, 2017
6:45 P.M.
1.

Call to Order

2.

Pledge of Allegiance

3.

Public Comment

4.

Approval of Minutes
a.
January 17, 2017

5.

Business
a.
b.
c.
d.

6.

Exton Park Plan
AAD Shade Structure Grant
Park Visits
Annual Event Planning
1. Coordination with Friends of the Parks
2. Volunteer Recruitment

Adjournment

ATTACHMENT B
Conceptual Park Plan

West Whiteland Parks & Recreation
Draft Proposal – Sun-Safety / Skin Cancer Awareness Program
With one in five Americans projected to develop skin cancer in their lifetime, it is the most
common type of cancer in the United States. It is also one of the most preventable types of
cancer. The American Academy of Dermatology (AAD) is a leading advocate for patient
education and working with schools and other organizations in establishing awareness
programs.
Purpose / Objective
The objective of an awareness program would be to help educate township residents, and
those who enjoy our parks and outdoor space, the risks to excessive sun exposure, as well as
suggested methods to minimize the risk. A specific target audience are younger athletes who
participate in seasonal outdoor sports, such as Little League baseball and softball, soccer clubs,
and other activities with extended sun exposure. We obviously want people to enjoy our parks
to their fullest extent, but to do so in a safe and healthy manner.
Benefit
Establishing good habits towards sun safety and minimizing the risk of skin cancer, especially
for our younger audience, can lead to a lifetime of better health benefits.
Additionally, the AAD promotes a Shade Structure Grant Program, providing funds for
purchasing and installing shade areas for playgrounds and athletic fields (e.g., dugout roofs) for
eligible organizations who support and maintain a sun safety / skin cancer awareness program.
Components of the Awareness Program
There are no specific requirements outlined by the AAD as to what constitutes an awareness
program, but they do offer a variety of resources and content that an organization can
leverage.
West Whiteland Township has the benefit of a variety of media to connect with residents and
those who visit our parks. Awareness information could be shared, and/or directions to access
third party awareness information, via the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Township website
Township newsletter
Township social media, including Facebook and Twitter
Flyers and brochures made available at the township building
Flyers and brochures posted / made available at park bulletin boards / kiosks

•

Through partnerships with Little League, soccer clubs, and other organizations that
regularly use our facilities

While these are all passive in nature, the variety of methods would most likely reach a large
audience within the township.
An additional, more active awareness activity, would be to provide, or have someone sponsor,
a free skin cancer screening clinic. At this time, more research would need to be done to
understand what resources are involved, and how this can be administered.
Finally, another active component suggested by the AAD would be providing sunscreen
dispensers at key locations within our parks. This has some addition costs as the dispensers
would need to be purchased, and sunscreen lotion provided/refilled on a regular basis.
Perhaps it is not a consideration for the first year of the program, but an option to consider in
the future.
Resources Required
Most of the resources required for the passive awareness portion of the program are human
resources. Time and effort would be required to identify / customize content for the literature,
as well as format / prepare for the various communication methods of distribution. Some
modest costs could be incurred for printing flyers / posters, and/or the purchase of AAD or
similar brochures.
The AAD also recommends that as part of the awareness program (and required as part of the
grant application process) that the organization partner with a local dermatologist, who could
also serve in an advisory capacity.
Timing
While this would be considered a year-long program, the majority of activities would be
expected to take place between April and October.
The AAD Shade Structure Grant program conducts its application process from September to
November each year, with winners announced the following February. While the instructions
in the grant application mention that an awareness program has to be established for a year,
the AAD contact I spoke with mentioned that we were to start our awareness program in
February/March this year, it would be considered to be in place a year when the grant winners
are announced the following February.
The AAD promotes May as Melanoma/Skin Cancer Detection and Prevention Month. It is
kicked off with Melanoma Monday, which is the first Monday in May. We could coordinate a
number of our planned outreach activities to coincide with their national efforts in May.

Measure Impact
While not required in the AAD Grant process, we may want to consider methods to determine
the effectiveness of the awareness campaign. Perhaps it can be part of a larger township
survey later in the year, or just a collection of comments and feedback from residents, but it
might be a nice “extra” if we can demonstrate the impact we’ve made through the program.
Sample Posters
Attached is a series of AAD publicly available awareness flyers / posters that are representative
of what we might consider posting on bulletin boards and kiosks in parks and other key
township areas.
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SUNSCREEN
Choosing the right sunscreen can help reduce the risk of skin cancer
and early skin aging caused by the sun.

SUNSCREEN IS AN
IMPORTANT TOOL

15
in

Americans will develop
skin cancer in their lifetime.

in the fight against skin cancer,
including melanoma, the deadliest
form of skin cancer.

The American Academy of Dermatology
recommends consumers choose a sunscreen
that states on the label:

BROAD SPECTRUM
Brand X

Sunscreen

Means a sunscreen protects the skin from
ultraviolet A (UVA) and ultraviolet B (UVB) rays,
both of which can cause cancer.

SPF 30 OR HIGHER
Broad Spectrum

SPF 30
water resistant
(40 minutes)
6.0 FL OZ (180 ML)

1
ounce

How well a sunscreen protects you from sunburn.

WATER RESISTANT OR
VERY WATER RESISTANT
For up to 40 or 80 minutes. Sunscreens are not
waterproof or sweatproof and need to be reapplied.

ONE OUNCE OF SUNSCREEN,
enough to fill a shot glass, is considered the amount
needed to cover the exposed areas of the body.
To learn more visit SpotSkinCancer.org

THE BACK IS THE MOST COMMON SITE FOR MELANOMA,
THE DEADLIEST FORM OF SKIN CANCER.

PREVENTION

DETECTION

Adequately applying sunscreen to
your own back can be a difficult task.
Find a family member or friend who
“has your back” when
applying sunscreen.

It’s been reported that
about 16% of melanomas
are found by spouses.

Only 36% of people
examine their back for
signs of skin cancer at
least once a year.*

43%
SUN
SCREEN

of people rarely or never
ask someone else to apply
sunscreen to their back.*

37%

Only 35% of people ask
someone else to help them
examine hard-to-see areas
for signs of skin cancer.*

rarely or never apply
sunscreen to their back.*

Apply a broad-spectrum,
water-resistant,
SPF 30+ sunscreen.

?

Check your skin regularly and
ask a partner to help check the
hard-to-see areas.

When spotted early and treated
properly, skin cancer, including
melanoma, has a high cure rate.

In addition, seek shade
and wear protective
clothing to protect your
skin whenever possible.

If you notice anything changing,
itching or bleeding on your skin,
make an appointment to see a
board-certified dermatologist.

*Results from a 2015 survey conducted by the American Academy of Dermatology.

The American Academy of Dermatology has your back. To find
a free SPOTme® skin cancer screening or a board-certified
dermatologist, visit SpotSkinCancer.org.

#whosgotyourback

Prevent. Detect. Live.

™

Prevent.
How can I prevent skin cancer?

1in5

Americans will develop
skin cancer in their lifetime.

The American Academy of Dermatology encourages you to have
fun outdoors and follow these quick tips to decrease your risk of
skin cancer:
•	SEEK SHADE BETWEEN 10 A.M. AND 2 P.M. If your shadow
appears shorter than you, seek shade.
•	WEAR PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, such as a long-sleeved shirt,
pants, a wide-brimmed hat and sunglasses, where possible.
•	
GENEROUSLY APPLY A BROAD-SPECTRUM, WATER-RESISTANT
SUNSCREEN with a Sun Protection Factor (SPF) of 30 or higher
to all exposed skin. Reapply approximately every two hours,
even on cloudy days and after swimming or sweating.

ANYONE

CAN GET SKIN CANCER,
REGARDLESS OF SKIN COLOR

ONE OUNCE OF SUNSCREEN,
•	USE EXTRA CAUTION NEAR WATER, SNOW AND SAND
because they reflect and intensify the damaging rays of the
sun, which can increase your chances of sunburn.
• A
 VOID TANNING BEDS. Ultraviolet light from the sun and
tanning beds can cause skin cancer and wrinkling. If you want
to look tan, consider using a self-tanning product, but continue
to use sunscreen with it.

ounce

enough to fill a shot glass, is considered
the amount needed to cover the
exposed areas of the body.

spotme.org

Detect.
How to check your spots

What you’re looking for on your skin

SKIN CANCER SELF-EXAMINATION

THE ABCDEs OF MELANOMA

OTHER TYPES OF SKIN CANCER

Checking your skin means taking note of all the
spots on your body, from moles to freckles to
age spots. Ask someone for help when checking
your skin, especially in hard to see places.

Melanoma is the deadliest form of skin
cancer. However, when detected early,
melanoma can be effectively treated.
You can identify the warning signs of
melanoma by looking for the following:

When checking your skin, please
look for signs of these other
suspicious spots.

ASYMMET
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back of
neck and scalp with
a hand mirror. Part
hair for a closer look
at your scalp.
RY

A

Examine body
front and back in
mirror, then right
and left sides, arms

ORDER

RY

B
B3

carefully at forearms,
back of upper arms,
ING palms.
EVOLVand
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EVOLVING
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Check back and
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EVOLVING

ASYMMET

C

COLOR
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DIAMETER

Skin Cancer

COLOR

ASYMMET

Precancerous Growth

Actinic
Keratoses (AK):
Dry, scaly patch
or spots.
D

EVOLVING

RY

A

B

Irregular, scalloped or C
poorly defined border.

buttocks with a
hand mirror.

 inally, look at backs
F
of legs and feet,
spaces between
toes, and soles.

One half is unlike the
other half.

Varied from one area to
another; shades of tan
and brown, black; sometimes white, red or blue.

B

RY

E

Bend elbows, look

A

RY
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DIAMETER

BORDER

While melanomas are
usually greater than
6mm (the size of a pencil
eraser) when diagnosed,
they can

A mole or skin lesion that
looks different from the
B
C
rest
or is changing
in size,
shape or color.
BORDER

COLOR

D

DIAMETER

Basal Cell
Carcinoma (BCC):
Flesh-colored,
COLOR
pearl-like bumps
C
or a pinkish patch
of skin.

Squamous Cell
Carcinoma (SCC):
Red firm bumps,
scaly patches or
sores that heal and
then return.

Example:
E

EVOLVING

Download the Academy’s Body Mole Map
at spotme.org to record your spots during
your next skin self-exam.

If you find any spots on your skin that are changing, itching, or
bleeding, make an appointment to see a board-certified dermatologist.

Live.
Visit spotme.org to:
• Learn more about skin cancer
• Find a dermatologist in your area

WHEN CAUGHT EARLY, SKIN CANCER

IS HIGHLY TREATABLE

© 2016 American Academy of Dermatology. All rights
16-309-CMM

American Academy of Dermatology

SHADE STRUCTURE
GRANT PROGRAM

A P P LY FOR A SH ADE STR UCTUR E G R AN T
Thank you for your interest in the American Academy of Dermatology’s (AAD)
Shade Structure Grant Program. This informational toolkit will provide you with
program information and guide you through the grant application process.

TA B LE O F CONTENTS
Program Overview...........................................................................................................................4
Eligible Applicants...........................................................................................................................4
Shade Structure Criteria..................................................................................................................5
Apply Online...................................................................................................................................6
Application Checklist.......................................................................................................................6
AAD Member Recommendation Requirements...........................................................................6-7
Sample Cover Letter........................................................................................................................8

P ROGRAM OVER VIEW
The American Academy of Dermatology’s (AAD) Shade Structure Grant Program awards grants to
public schools and non-profit organizations for the installation of permanent shade structures to
cover outdoor areas not protected from the sun, such as playgrounds, pools or recreation spaces.
Each shade structure grant is valued at a maximum of $8,000, which includes the cost of a shade
structure and installation. The number of grants depends on the availability of funding each year.
In addition to the grant, the AAD also provides a permanent sign to be installed near the shade
structure and features sun-safety tips.

E LI GIBLE APPLICAN TS
The Shade Structure Grant Program is open to non-profit organizations that provide services,
programs and curricula to children ages 18 and younger, and demonstrate a commitment to
sun-safety and skin cancer prevention/awareness. Examples of outdoor locations that are eligible
for grant funds can include, but are not limited to, playgrounds, pool decks, ball field dugouts,
eating areas, etc.
To be considered, applicants must:
• Be a non-profit organization or public school.
• Provide services for children ages 18 and younger.
•	Demonstrate an ongoing commitment to sun-safety/skin cancer awareness by teaching
sun-safety in the classrooms, practicing healthy sun habits while outside and making a
commitment to educating the youth on the dangers of UV rays and skin cancer prevention.
		 •	This awareness program can utilize the AAD’s Good Skin Knowledge Lesson Plans,
materials developed from other organizations or original content developed specifically
for your target audience.
		 •	Sun-safety/skin cancer awareness program must be in place for at least one year prior to
grant application.
•	Obtain a letter of recommendation from an AAD member dermatologist. (Locate an AAD
member dermatologist by using the Find a Dermatologist link on the AAD’s website, aad.org.)
•

4

Be considering a shade structure that meets the stringent shade requirements of the AAD.

AAD Shade Structure Grant Program | aad.org

SHA DE STRUC TURE CR ITE R IA
A shade structure is defined by the AAD as being a permanent structure with a roof made of
protective materials, such as textile, fabric, metal or wood, and supported by permanent columns
or posts. Grant recipients are able to select the size and type of the structure that best fits their
outdoor location and meets the AAD’s shade structure criteria.
The manufacturer or contractor must design and install a shade structure that meets the
following criteria:
•	The shade structure must be a permanent structure with a roof constructed of shade cloth,
metal or wood and provide significant protection from ultraviolet radiation (UVR).
• Cloth/Textile roof structures:
		 •	Shade cloth or roof structures must include documentation about the percentage of UVR
that will be blocked by the fabric or the Ultraviolet Protection Factor (UPF).
		 •	The AAD recommends fabric that provides a UPF of 30 or above, which is approximately
96.7% of UVR blocked.
		 •	If a UPF value cannot be determined for the fabric style and color you have selected, you
will be asked to choose a shade structure roof material which blocks a percentage of UVR
closest to this recommended percentage.
		 •	Grant recipients must provide the manufacturer’s specification documents showing the
UVR-blocking properties and test method. The AAD recommends that shade cloth meet U.S.
standards for UPF testing and labeling of UV–protective textiles (AATCC 183; ASTEM D6603).
• Hard-top roof structures:
		 •	Hard-top roof structures, either wood or metal, will block 100% of direct UVR and do not
require documentation about the UVR blockage.
If the shade structure that your organization is considering does not meet the criteria above,
please do not complete an application. Examples of ineligible shade structures include: slat-roof
structures, slat-roof/trellis gazebos, trellis roofs designed for future plant coverage, shade trees,
small cap-roof structures for pieces of playground equipment.

AAD Shade Structure Grant Program | aad.org
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A P P LY ONLIN E
Applicants must submit their application online when applying for a shade structure grant.
Mailed submissions will not be considered. To find out when the next grant application process
will begin and to access the online application, please visit http://www.aad.org/ssp.

A P P LIC ATION C HEC KLIST
The following items must be submitted when applying for a shade structure grant:
• S
 hade Structure Grant Program online application, which in an essay form, a description of
your sun-safety program will be described.
Items to be uploaded to application:
• Two (2) full-color photographs of the area to be shaded.
• AAD member letter of recommendation.
PLEASE NOTE: If you are awarded a grant you must have your structure installed by the
deadline date otherwise you will forfeit your grant

A A D MEM BER REC OMME N D ATION R E QUIR E M E N TS
Each shade structure application must be recommended by an AAD member dermatologist.
The recommending AAD member dermatologist can be from your city or surrounding area.
To find an AAD member dermatologist in your area, please visit the AAD’s Find a Dermatologist
link at aad.org.
AAD member dermatologists are able to recommend more than one shade structure
application. There is no financial obligation, or liability by an AAD member dermatologist
recommending a shade structure application. In addition, the organization applying for a shade
structure grant is under no obligation to refer patients to or promote the recommending AAD
member dermatologist or practice.
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The AAD member dermatologist must provide one letter of recommendation.
The letter should:
• Be placed on the AAD member dermatologist’s office letterhead
• Provide the AAD member dermatologist’s membership ID number
• Include the AAD member dermatologist’s signature
• Be written by the AAD member dermatologist.
• Include how he/she knows your organization.
•	Describe what he/she knows about our organization’s current sun-safety/skin cancer
awareness program, including his/her participation in such programs.
• Describe how he/she will be working with your organization in the future.
•	Provide information about the area to be shaded, including whether or not he/she has
visited the location.
•	Include any additional information he/she would like to include about your organization, its
sun-safety/skin cancer awareness program and/or your organization’s need for shade.

AAD Shade Structure Grant Program | aad.org
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SA MPLE LETTER OF RECOM M E N D ATION

Place on
office letterhead

[INSERT DATE]

Dear AAD Shade Structure Program Review Committee:
I am very pleased to offer my letter of recommendation for the [INSERT ORGANIZATION
NAME] to receive a shade structure grant.
[INSERT ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION]

Include description
of organization,
the outdoor area
to be shaded, the
organization’s
current skin cancer
awareness program,
and how you
are/will work with
the organization to
promote sun-safety

•	Describe the organization and the number of children and teenagers, including ages,
gender, additional demographics, etc., who will be utilizing the shaded location.
•	Describe the outdoor location to be shaded, how often it is used and the types of
activities taking place there.
•	Describe any sun-safety program(s) you have initiated for the organization or any
sun-safety program(s) in which you have participated at the organization.
• Describe how this program benefits the members of the organization.
•	Describe your volunteer efforts with the organization as part of the
sun-safety program.
•	Describe any future ways you will be working with the organization to promote sun safety.
I feel that [INSERT ORGANIZATION NAME] has demonstrated commitment to sun-safety
through their existing sun-safety/skin cancer awareness programs and makes them an
excellent candidate to receive a shade structure grant. Having a permanent shade structure
will further [INSERT ORGANIZATIONS NAME]’s sun-safety/skin cancer awareness initiatives
and provide protection and education opportunities for its members and faculty.
It is with this reason that I highly recommend [INSERT ORGANIZATION NAME] to be a
recipient of the AAD’s [YEAR] Shade Structure Grant Program.
Thank you for your consideration.

Include signature,
name and member
ID number.
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•	Current estimates are that 1 in 5 Americans will develop skin cancer in
their lifetime
•	Melanoma is the most common form of cancer for young adults 25-29
years old and the second most common form of cancer for adolescents and
young adults 15-29 years old.

American Academy of Dermatology
930 East Woodfield Road
Schaumburg, Illinois 60173
Phone: (847) 330-0230
Fax:
(847) 330-8907
Website: aad.org

16-673-CCP

ANNUAL EVENT CALENDAR

Event
Egg Hunt
Murder Mystery
Dinner
Vendor Craft Show

Month
April
April
April

Miller Park Summer June Concert Series
August
Concert & Fireworks July

Community & Trails
Day including 5K
Paranormal Event
Holiday Craft Show
Tree Lighting

June
October
November
December

Eagle Scout Projects Year Round
Invasive Plant
Removal &
Restoration
Year Round

Butterfly Gardens

Day

Time
8

Parks &
Recreation
Commission

Location

9:30 AM Boot Road Park

X

19
6:30 PM Rino's
29 10 AM - 2 PM
Township Building
June 11 & 25;
July 23; August
6 & 20
6:30 PM Miller Park
9

6:30 PM Exton Park

3 4 PM - 8 PM
26
6:30 PM
11 10 AM - 2 PM
7
5:30 PM

Exton Park
TBD
Township Building
Township Building

WWT
Friends of
the Park

Vendor/
Township Volunteer

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Chester County,
Library, etc.

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

All Parks

X

X

Exton Park

X

X

X

X

Miller, Roscioli and
Boot Road Parks

X

Comments

X

Friends of Exton
Park; Volunteers
CC Master
Gardeners;
Volunteers

